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tremendous: in the harbour of Hamburg 300 ships lay
dismantled, and of 428 sugar refineries, only one was able
to keep at work. The Baltic Powers lost their valuable
imports from the English colonies and the markets for their
chief exports, which were too bulky to be easily smuggled.1
Moreover, the burden of the Continental System fell directly
on the peoples of Europe; for instance, the price of coffee
in Europe was ten times that in England: f{ The interests of
consumers all over Europe were enlisted against the authority
of the Continental System/'2 In Europe prices were high
and goods were scarce, whilst English merchants took the
risks of illegal trade in order to make large profits; and all
these hardships Europe had to endure 'for the benefit of a
foreign conqueror.
Little wonder that the Continental System largely contri- ^
buted to the rising of nationalism against Napoleon. Whereas !smj
in the earlier stages of the war he had fought merely with
decadent Governments, after 1808 he had to contend with
embittered nations. Nationalism first arose in Spain: then
there was a premature national rising in Austria which,
having justified itself at Aspern, was crushed at Wagram:
there followed the national resistance of Russia, the uprising
of the people of Prussia stimulated by Pichte's Addresses
to the German People (1807) and the widespread European
resistance which led up to the War of Liberation.
The rebirth of nationalism was the prelude to general
military and social reorganisation. In 1807 Frederick
William III of Prussia called to power Stein, who carried
through measures to abolish serfdom, the caste system,
and the feudal privileges of the nobility, and Scharnhorst,
who effectively reformed the Prussian army. After he had
been dismissed by Napoleon's orders in 1808, Stein retired to
Austria, until he was summoned to assist Russia in her
opposition to Napoleon.
Finally,  the most fundamental blunder of Napoleon's
1	Ibid., p. 578.   The amount of timber imported by England
from the Baltic,  1788-92, formed 99 per cent.,  but in 1808-12
only 38 per cent, of the total (Knowles, Econ* DeveL of Overseas
Emp,, vol. it, p. 164),
2	Polit. Hist., vol. ad,, p. 56.   See also p. 79.

